Volvo B14 Autokori

Built in Finland, in the small workshop of Turun Autokori OY

Get acquainted

with fourteen authentic
KINGS OF THE ROAD
across eight decades!

The seats of the original ZIS were white-on-red or red-on-red
velvet. It soon became clear that passengers kept eating chocolates and boiled eggs during long distance journeys and the dirty
seats stood out. New seat covers were brown in colour.

Volvo B63508 SKV Katrineholm
Built in Sweden, in the city of Katrineholm

TA 6-1

Built in the Tartu Automobile Service-factory

Year of manufacture: 1938
Number of seats: 28
Length: 8.7 metres

Reasonable speed: 70 km/h
Engine power: 67 kW
Fuel: petrol

This is the only coach of its age in running order in Estonia, and
one of the few left in the whole of the Nordic countries. Similar
coaches were used as interurban buses in Estonia in the 1930s;
unfortunately, none have survived to the present day. The buses
and coaches of the time were built in small workshops and, when
possible, each bus operator built their own. In Estonia, there were
dozens of workshops designed to build buses, while in Finland
there were over a hundred of them. In terms of its construction the
bus is relatively simple, with a wood substructure under a tin cover
attached to a truck frame. Seats for smokers were located behind
a glass partition, and at the back there was room for post parcels
as well as passengers with dogs.

ZIS 127 (Reactive)

Built in the Joseph Stalin Factory, in Moscow

Year of manufacture: 1962
Number of seats: 46
Length: 11.45 metres

Year of manufacture: 1957
Number of seats: 26
Length: 6.485 metres

Reasonable speed: 70 km/h
Engine power: 51 kW
Fuel: petrol

A classic Estonian SSR kolkhoz farm bus, manufactured in Tartu,
used mainly to transport farmers in rural areas or on short routes
near settlements. If necessary, it could be taken on a longer trip to
the city, for example, to go to theatre. This is the first fully restored
display item from the Järva-Jaani Old Equipment Shelter.
The bus made its maiden journey from the Tartu Automobile
Service-factory in 1957, at which time it boasted a somewhat
different front end with smaller windscreens. At the time, the model
was still called the TA 6. The bus was twice overhauled later at the
same factory, in 1985 and 1992. The bus was restored in 2014.

Reasonable speed: 80 km/h
Engine power: 163 kW
Fuel: diesel

This is a classic Swedish interurban coach designed for regular
service, with a body made of duralumin. At the time, it was an
entirely new material in bus manufacturing and the specialists
at the Katrineholm bodywork plant learned how to use it at the
SAAB airplane factory.
The coach is made special by having the steering wheel “on the
wrong side”. It was built at a time when Sweden still had left-hand
traffic. In 1967, Sweden switched over to right-hand traffic, as
was standard in the rest of Europe. The relatively new model was
rebuilt so that the wheel remained on the right side but the
passenger door was also brought to the right. The “horns” in the
front accommodate exactly three Husqvarna bicycles.

Ikarus 55-52

Built in Hungary, in the city of Budapest

Setra S6

Built in Germany, in the city of Ulm

Year of manufacture: 1956
Number of seats: 33
Length: 10.22 metres

Possible speed: 120 km/h
Engine power: 134 kW
Fuel: diesel

This was the most luxurious coach of the era, which brought
interurban transport to a whole new level in the Soviet Union. The
luxury of the coach is highlighted by the fact that before this coach
was introduced, trucks, horses and trains were used in the Soviet
Union to travel from town to town. It was also the first modern
coach in Estonia, which in the case of the Kuusalu collective farm,
for example, was used to take good kolkhoz workers to Crimea
on holiday.
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The coach was state of the art in the Soviet Union: equipped with
a two-stroke, six-cylinder diesel engine; an unprecedented at the
time top speed of up to 120 km/h; with high seat backs resembling
airplane seats introduced in the passenger compartment. In total,
only 851 coaches were built. This is the only known ZIS 127 in the
world to have been preserved.

Built: 1962
Number of seats: 26
Length: 6.7 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 66 kW
Fuel: diesel

The Setra S6 was an innovative coach for its time, and served
as a model for competitors from other factories. Hence, it is
endearingly called the mother of modern European buses.
It was the first bus in the world to have a self-supporting body, with
its engine in the back. The glass rooftop accentuates the airiness
and strength of the frame. As is customary on German motorways,
the S6 runs very fast. In its time, it was a very pricey coach that
was initially designed to be operated as a touring coach between
the beautiful towns and cities of Germany. It is also called an
imitation Porsche, since its headlamps are the same ones used
on Porsche models.

Year of manufacture: 1968
Number of seats: 42
Length: 11.39 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 107 kW
Fuel: diesel

These short-route urban Ikarus buses were used in the Estonian
SSR until the mid-seventies. The model originated in East Germany,
where they were mainly used as touring coaches. Wide roof windows
and an audio system made it into a cosy touring coach. On the
other hand, travelling was rather inconvenient due to the luggage
being stored on top of the bus – to retrieve it, one had to open the
middle door in order to reach the ladder leading to the roof.
Finnish coach and bus enthusiasts sold this German origin coach
to Estonia, with the knowledge that the engine was making horrible
noises and was obviously on the verge of a breakdown. However,
those coach and bus fanatics who are somewhat more familiar
with Cepel engines know that the ugly, shrieking noise is simply a
peculiarity of the engine.

Scania Repstad

Built in Norway: Brødrene Repstads Karosserifabrikk

This particular bus was built in 1972, and travelled interurban
routes in Estonia until the Olympics in 1980, when the entire fleet
of old Ikaruses was replaced with Series 200 square Ikaruses,
to leave a more fashionable impression upon the patrons of the
sailing event. Later, the bus was ridden by Viru-Nigula kolkhoz
workers. It was a phenomenon in interurban traffic, since up to
15,000 were manufactured each year.

Setra S80
Year of manufacture: 1969
Number of seats: 42
Length: 11.94 metres

Reasonable speed: 80 km/h
Engine power: 140 kW
Fuel: diesel

Before this almost fifty-year-old Scania bus arrived in Estonia, it
had served for a long time as a school bus in Grimstad, Norway.
Besides schoolchildren, the bus transported interurban postal
parcels that were lodged in the back, in a room separated by a
partition. Despite its advanced age, the bus is running smoothly
after restoration and is capable of travelling long distances.
This bus is special, in that it has a lot of original details which
were in very good condition before restoration. The restoration
took three years, during which time the details in need of a touchup were rechromed, old window frames were replaced (the new
ones are made of rare African mahogany), new seat covers and
authentic chequered curtains were sewn.
This Scania bus made its way to Estonia in 1994, as humanitarian
aid, when its owner, the local postman Oddbjørn Lønskog, gifted it
to the Tarvanpää folk dance ensemble. According to the dancers,
numerous longer and shorter trips have been taken with the bus.
The bus reached the restorers thanks to the folk dancers, who
informed Scania Eesti AS about this vintage bus.

Ikarus 55-14 Lux

Built in Hungary, in the city of Budapest

Built in Germany, in the city of Ulm

amenities: reading lamps in the compartment, advanced ventilation system, and air-opened doors. Even though the bus was
manufactured in 1976, it is still equipped with modern amenities.
Until its merger with Mercedes, Setra offered vigorous competition
in Germany to Mercedes in the manufacturing of state-of-the-art
touring coaches. Contrary to common belief, the Setra coach does
not have any Mercedes details.
Before arriving in Estonia, this beautiful Setra had had just one
owner. A dignified Danish gentleman who, due to his advanced
age, was no longer capable of taking care of the bus, which is why
the bus had simply been left standing for ten long years.

Ikarus 255

(Aquarium)
Built in Hungary, in the city of Budapest

Year of manufacture: 1972
Number of seats: 30
Length: 7.6 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 108 kW
Fuel: diesel

The Setra in this size was called a club bus, and was suitable for
travelling freely chosen distances in towns and cities as well as for
long multi-day journeys. The bus was purchased from Denmark, but
was never used as a regular touring bus, and was instead added
to the collection of vintage buses. As the bus has a self-supporting
body, the entire framework needed to be checked during restoration and all damaged sections renewed. All windows, seats and
the entire interior were refurbished. On the other hand, as far as
the technical equipment was concerned – both the engine and the
rolling parts – only checks and minor repairs were required.
The most time-consuming job when restoring the luxury buses of
the past is the restoration of decorative and fancy details. With this
bus, too, no expense was spared when it came to decorations,
which made the restoration of the bus extremely resource intensive. It is very difficult and costly to find spare decorative parts;
however, making copies is often an even greater challenge.

Year of manufacture: 1979
Number of seats: 41
Length: 10.971 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 141 kW
Fuel: diesel

This was the most common interurban coach in the Estonian
SSR in the 1980s. A very familiar sight in interurban traffic,
since up to 15,000 were manufactured each year. Compared to
earlier Ikaruses, this model boasted large windows, earning it the
nickname “the Aquarium”. As far as we know, this is the last Ikarus
255 preserved in Estonia. The bus was first used as part of the
Tartu Bus Fleet, and then for foreign trips by students from the
Estonian Agricultural Academy.

Mercedes-Benz O303/15RHD
Built in Germany, in the city of Mannheim

Setra S80

Built in Germany, in the city of Ulm

Year of manufacture: 1972
Number of seats: 33
Length: 11.39 metres

Year of manufacture: 1984
Number of seats: 49
Length: 12 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 107 kW
Fuel: diesel

The most common interurban bus in the 1960s and 1970s, suitable
for use on asphalted highways. The beautifully designed Ikarus Lux
surpassed all interurban buses to date and has also been named
a world design classic. The reliability of the bus was an order of
magnitude higher than that of buses manufactured in the Soviet
Union at the time. The standard equipment of the buses imported
to Estonia also included a refrigerator, but they were removed in
order to make room for more seats.

Year of manufacture: 1976
Number of seats: 30
Length: 7.6 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 108 kW
Fuel: diesel

Similar to the other Setra S80, this bus was also suitable for
freely chosen distances, for touring, or for routes carrying fewer
passengers. Unlike the model from four years before, which
is similar in design, this Setra comes equipped with all modern

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 206 kW
Fuel: diesel

Irrespective of the year of manufacture, this is the most luxurious
bus in the collection. The conveniences are unbelievable for the
1980s – a toilet, TVs, coffee machine, air conditioner, a fridge and
– novel for the buses of the era – roller blinds. This bus could,
without a doubt, be called the S-Class Mercedes of the bus and
coach world.
Technologically, the bus was unique due to its eight-cylinder
diesel engine.

RAF 2203 “Latvia”

Built in the Jelgava plant of the Riga Bus Factory

Year of manufacture: 1986
Number of seats: 12
Length: 4.94 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 66 kW
Fuel: petrol

This 12-seat minibus, manufactured based on a Volga platform,
proved to be a revolutionary vehicle in urban transport across the
whole of Europe. Until that time, minibuses modelled on a passenger car platform had not been used in public transport. In Estonia,
RAFs were mainly used as urban route taxis. The minibus displayed in this collection was an interurban route taxi, which differs
from the urban taxi by the colour of its illuminated sign and its cash
register. On interurban routes, conventional bus tickets were sold;
however, in Tallinn the driver ripped 30-kopeck tickets from a roll.

Volvo B12 Carrus Star 602
Built in Finland

Year of manufacture: 1994
Number of seats: 51
Length: 11.96 metres

Reasonable speed: 90 km/h
Engine power: 291 kW
Fuel: diesel

This is the first bus bought by Mootor Grupp as new. This Volvo
can be called a Nordic bus manufacturing classic and a top of
the line product from the Finnish bus manufacturing industry. At
first glance, you cannot even tell that this bus is more than 20
years old, because its body is made of stainless metal. Volvo’s
Polish factories continue to manufacture buses with a similar style
of construction.
The Volvo, which is part of the collection of dignified buses and
coaches, mainly travelled along Estonia-Germany routes, transporting passengers to Berlin and later also to St Petersburg. The
bus is legendary due to its having travelled extra-long routes, accumulating more than four million route kilometres. The youngest
and oldest buses in the collection were made in the same Volvo
factory. Turun Autokori OY, located in the vicinity of the small town
of Turu, has, over the years, grown into one of the largest bus
manufacturers in Finland – Carrus OY.
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